
 

 

 

ICE4metm and ICE4familytm 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

EMS Options, LLC is very excited to present "ICE4metm and ICE4familytm”! These iPhone and 

iPod, ICE (In Case of Emergency) applications can be lifesaving, but they also offer much more 

detail than the typical ICE application. Both applications can be used in the event of a medical 

emergency to save a life, or just in everyday situations to recall a drug name and dosage, or 

remember details of past hospitalizations during a routine doctor’s visit.  
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ICE4metm and ICE4familytm, are the most detailed smart-phone “ICE” (In Case of Emergency) 

applications that are designed to keep all of the critical medical information of the user, in an 

easy to use format. These apps allow for storing medical problems, medications (dosage, date 

of last refill), medical history (hospitalizations, surgery’s), emergency contacts and much more.  

As a 30 year veteran of Fire/EMS and former EMS Director, Tim Green says, “Having been on 

both sides of life threatening medical events as a paramedic and husband, I know that by 

storing all of your critical medical information in an application like ICE4metm or 

ICE4familytm, it will certainly help save more lives, or at the very least, take some of the 

stress out of the routine doctors visits!” 

For more detailed information about ICE4metm and ICE4familytm, visit iTunes or our web site @ 

www.ems-options.com. 

EMS Options, LLC, has over 23 years experience in the Information Technology field, and 

extensive cellular programming knowledge. This is combined with over 30 years Fire/EMS 

experience to provide intuitive, easy to use applications. Please note that this “Pink” version is 

dedicated to those who have suffered from the effects of breast cancer and a portion of the 

proceeds will go to help fight this terrible disease! 


